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Abstract

Electronic Mail is the “killer network application”. It is ubiquitous and pervasive. In arelatively short timeframe, the Internet has become irrevocably and deeplyentrenched in our modern society primarily due to the power of its communicationsubstrate linking people and organizations around the globe. Much work on emailtechnology has focused on making email easy to use, permitting a wide variety ofinformation and information types to be conveniently, reliably, sent throughout theInternet. However, the analysis of the vast storehouse of email content accumulatedor produced by individual users has received relatively little attention other than forspecific tasks such as spam and virus filtering. Users in the email continuouslyreceive spam and they get into trouble wasting their time and also harmful emailscan cause harm to the computers.
This thesis presents an implemented framework for data mining behavior modelsfrom email data. The EMT is a data mining tool kit designed to analyze email corpora,including the entire set of email sent and received by an individual user, revealingmuch information about individual users as well as the behavior of groups of users inan organization. A number of machine learning and anomaly detection algorithmsare embedded in the system to model the user’s email behavior in order to classifyemail for a variety of tasks. There are different methods for detection of spamthrough email. The main goal is to develop a method that outperforms the existingmethods in terms of detection of spam, ham and wrongly classified spam, i.e. need isto improve the accuracy of the proposed method compared to the other existingmethods.  The other goal is to implement the proposed algorithm for reducing thetime. So, to recapitulate, this thesis also deals the accuracy and process timing basedon prioritization of detecting email messages.
The proposed method uses prioritization of process criterion which is unavailable inthe earlier existing methods. It also uses the post-filtering concept which contributesfor the enhancement of accuracy of the proposed method. Thus the proposedmethod, which we name as MAN is responsible for spam detection and outperforms
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the existing methods. This method also provides user convenient spam detectionprocess. So, by using the concepts of post-filtering, process prioritization anddifferent criterion in order to detect spam, the optimum accuracy for detecting spamwill be possible.



Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 BackgroundElectronic mail is one of the most popular forms of communications today. Thesurprisingly fast acceptance of this communication medium is best exemplified bythe sheer number of current users, estimated to be as close to three quarters of abillion individuals, and growing [1]. This form of communication has the simpleadvantage of being almost instantaneous, intuitive to use, and costing virtuallynothing per message. The current email system is based on the SMTP protocol RFC821 and 822 developed in 1982 and extended in RFC 2821 in 2001[2]. This systemdefines a common standard to unite the different messaging protocols in existenceprior to 1982. It allowed users the ability to exchange messages with one anotherusing a system based on the SMTP protocol and email addresses. These protocolsallowed messages to pass from one user to another, making it practical and easy fordifferent users to communicate independent of the service-provider or the clientapplication. In 1982, Denning [3] wrote about the problem of working with email,asking” Who will save the receivers from drowning in the rising tide of informationso generated?”
Emails for the most part are held in data files or folders with no structuredrelationship (at files), making anything more than a keyword search very slow. Usersmay choose to move messages into time-ordered sub-folders of related messages.Studies have shown that typical users quickly generate anywhere from tens tohundreds of folders in a relatively short amount of time. Finding a particular pastmessage across these sub-folders can easily turn into a daunting task. Not only is theemail the subject of search, but also the folder in which it might have been placed.Within these at file folders, attachments are encoded in MIME format making analysisof anything other than simple filename close to impossible. Recent tools have beenreleased which allow indexing and searching local data including emails and parts ofattachments. Above and beyond simply sending messages, studies have shown thatmany users have quickly adopted email to a variety of tasks including taskdelegation, document archiving, personal contact list, and reminder and scheduling[4]. For example, typical users will use their INBOX or main message area, as an
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active “to-do list”, leaving current messages on the top of the list. Even for well-organized users who always maintain past messages in appropriate sub-folders,there remains the possibility of down-time, and hence, over a relatively short periodof time, bursts of email can quickly accumulate making organization of these newmessages a slow and difficult task. In addition to these organization issues, theAchilles heel of the current email system is its relative ease of abuse. The protocolswere based on the assumption that email users would not abuse the privilege ofsending messages to each other. The misuse and abuse of the email system has takenon many forms over the years. Typical misuse includes forged emails, unwantedemails (spam), fraudulent schemes, and identity theft and fraud through “Phishing”emails. Abuse includes virus and worm attachments, and email DOS attacks. Thecommon denominator among all these categories is they exploit the email system’slack of controls and authentication of sender and recipient (an inherit problem in adecentralized system). Email is not permission based, and one can simply send amessage without prior approval. Users should not be expected to pay a repair bill forsimply opening an email which seemed to have originated from a friend’s emailaddress, spoofed by an abuser.
Thus, detecting spam is one of the most important criterion. In this thesis paper, oureffort is to detect the spam in email. There are some existing spam filtering methodslike Bayesian spam filtering, Improved Bayesian spam filtering, Naïve Bayesian spamfiltering, Meta spam filtering. We compare the existing methods with the proposedmethod and find out the accuracy and false positive, i.e. wrongly detected spam of theproposed method with the above mentioned existing methods. It is observed thatusing the post filtering method of user customization increases the accuracy of theproposed method. The method of process prioritization is also used in order to detectthe accuracy of the proposed method. If a process is able to detect spam morefrequently than the other process than the prioritization of the process isautomatically updated and thus the accuracy also increases significantly with theupdate of the process prioritization. To recapitulate, it can be said that the proposedmethod of spam filtering is the best and overwhelms the other existing methods interms of accuracy and false positive detection.
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1.2 Problem statementNow as the number of email users is increasing day by day, so is the number of spamin the inbox. There are different methods for detection of spam. The most well knownof these techniques are Bayesian, Improved Bayesian, Naïve Bayesian , Meta spamfiltering, Greylist method for detection of spam. The advantage of Bayesian spamfiltering is that it can be trained on per-user basis and it can perform particularly wellin avoiding false positives, where legitimate email is incorrectly classified as spam.The main disadvantage is that spammer tactics include insertion of randominnocuous words that are not normally associated with spam. For the improvedBayesian method, the main advantage is that the risk of loss factor is reduced. Thedisadvantage for the method is that calculating the weighting factor is timeconsuming and costly. The advantage of Naïve Bayesian spam filtering is that it onlyrequires a small amount of training data to estimate the parameters [5]. Thedisadvantage of the method is that the dependence of the class conditionalindependence among these cannot be modeled. The advantage of Meta spam filteringis that TCP/IP blocking is used to find malicious email address, while thedisadvantage of the method is that definitions of spam should be agreed on beforetesting. In the Greylist method, the advantage of the method is that it requires noadditional configuration from user end while the disadvantage of the method is thatit delays much of the mail from non-white listed mail servers. The main problemswith all these existing algorithms is that none of the existing methods have accuracyof greater than 98% and all of these have higher time complexity which can bereduced with feasible implementation of a proposed method. So, our goal is topropose a method with higher accuracy and also provide a users’ (receivers)customization in proposed model. So, we propose an efficient proposed methodnamed as MAN which will drive away the disadvantages of the existing method. TheMAN method has greater accuracy in order to detect email spam.
All of these have the advantages and disadvantages. Our main goal in this thesis is todevelop an efficient method of spam detection named as MAN spam detectiontechnique.
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1.3 Significance of studyThis thesis paper first detects the characteristics of different messages in order tofind out the spam. There are different criteria for the detection of harmful messagessuch as presence of images, presence of hyperlinks, number of words and charactersin the subject line, receiver actions towards the emails, number of emails send at atime, the set of distinct word frequently, requesting secrete information, number ofunique sender addresses. If the message seems to be a harmful one then thatmessage is detected as spam and different methods are applied to find out whichmethod is the best one in order to detect spam.
1.4 Scope of studyThis thesis mainly focuses on the spam, ham (those that are not spam) and false positive(wrongly detected spam). For this purpose, we have compared Bayesian, ImprovedBayesian, Naïve Bayesian, Meta spam filtering, Greylist and our proposed MAN spamdetection method. The accuracy of these methods is compared. The prioritization of thereceiver in the proposed method has immense contribution to decrease the wronglydetected spam or ham. The MAN spam detection method out performs the othermethods in terms of the criterion mentioned earlier.
1.5 Objectives:We have set forth the followings as the research objectives:a. To study different methods of spam filteringb. To analyze the behavior of spammer (sender)c. To analyze the behavior of emailsd. To analyze the behavior of user (receiver) towards the spam’se. To propose a spam detector on the basis of analysisf. To implement the proposed method in a real life mail server.
1.6 Thesis outlineIn this thesis paper, the next chapter deals with the existing filtering methods, inchapter-3 we will discuss the proposed MAN method for spam detection, in chapter-4we will implement the proposed method and in chapter-5 will produce a graphical
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representation of the performance analysis of the proposed MAN spam detectionmethod compared with Bayesian and Naïve Bayesian method. Last, but not the least,in chapter 6 we will summarize the report and will indicate the future work for theexisting proposed method.



Chapter 2: Literature Review

In this chapter, we will discuss about the various email classifications of the existingmethodologies. The main methodologies used for spam filtering are Bayesian spamfiltering, improved Bayesian filtering, A Naive Bayes classifier, Meta spam filtering,and Greylist. We will discuss about these methodologies in the next section.
2.1 Bayesian spam filteringIt is known as statistical spam filtering method. It makes use of a naive Bayesclassifier to identify spam e-mail. Bayesian classifiers work by correlating the use oftokens (typically words, or sometimes other things), with spam and non-spam e-mails and then using Bayesian inference to calculate a probability that an email is oris not spam. Bayesian spam filtering is a very powerful technique for dealing withspam, that can tailor itself to the email needs of individual users, and gives low falsepositive spam detection rates that are generally acceptable to users.
The first known mail-filtering program to use a Bayes classifier was Jason Rennie'sifile program, released in 1996. The program was used to sort mail into folders. Thefirst scholarly publication on Bayesian spam filtering was by Sahami et al. in 1998[7].That work was soon thereafter deployed in commercial spam filters. However, in2002, Paul Graham was able to greatly improve the false positive rate, so that it couldbe used on its own as a single spam filter.
2.1.1 ProcessParticular words have particular probabilities of occurring in spam email and inlegitimate email. For instance, most email users will frequently encounter the word"Viagra" in spam email, but will seldom see it in other email. The filter doesn't knowthese probabilities in advance, and must first be trained so it can build them up. Totrain the filter, the user must manually indicate whether a new email is spam or not.For all words in each training email, the filter will adjust the probabilities that eachword will appear in spam or legitimate email in its database. For instance, Bayesianspam filters will typically have learned a very high spam probability for the words
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"Viagra" and "refinance", but a very low spam probability for words seen only inlegitimate email, such as the names of friends and family members.
After training, the word probabilities (also known as likelihood functions) are used tocompute the probability that an email with a particular set of words in it belongs toeither category. Each word in the email contributes to the email's spam probability,or only the most interesting words. This contribution is called the posteriorprobability and is computed using Bayes' theorem. Then, the email's spamprobability is computed over all words in the email, and if the total exceeds a certainthreshold (say 95%), the filter will mark the email as a spam.
As in any other spam filtering technique, email marked as spam can then beautomatically moved to a "Junk" email folder, or even deleted outright. Somesoftware implements quarantine mechanisms that define a time frame during whichthe user is allowed to review the software's decision.
The initial training can usually be refined when wrong judgments from the softwareare identified (false positives or false negatives). That allows the software todynamically adapt to the ever evolving nature of spam.
Some spam filters combine the results of both Bayesian spam filtering and otherheuristics (pre-defined rules about the contents, looking at the message's envelope,etc.), resulting in even higher filtering accuracy, sometimes at the cost ofaddictiveness.
2.1.2 Mathematical foundationBayesian email filters take advantage of Bayes' theorem. Bayes' theorem is usedseveral times in the context of spam:

 A first time, to compute the probability that the message is spam, knowingthat a given word appears in this message;
 A second time, to compute the probability that the message is spam, takinginto consideration all of its words (or a relevant subset of them);
 Sometimes a third time, to deal with rare words.
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2.1.3 Probability computationLet's suppose the suspected message contains the word "replica". Most people whoare used to receiving e-mail know that this message is likely to be spam, moreprecisely a proposal to sell counterfeit copies of well-known brands of watches. Thespam detection software, however, does not "know" such facts, all it can do iscompute probabilities.
The formula used by the software to determine that is derived from Bayes' theorem( | ) = ( | ). ( )( | ). ( ) ( | ). ( ) ….  …. ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. (1)where:

 Pr(S|W) is the probability that a message is a spam, knowing that the word"replica" is in it;
 Pr(S) is the overall probability that any given message is spam;
 Pr(S|W) is the probability that the word "replica" appears in spam messages;
 Pr(H) is the overall probability that any given message is not spam (is "ham");
 Pr(W|H) is the probability that the word "replica" appears in ham messages

Recent statistics [8] show that the current probability of any message being spam is80%, at the very least: Pr(S) = 0.8; Pr(H) = 0.2
However, most bayesian spam detection software makes the assumption that there isno a priori reason for any incoming message to be spam rather than ham, andconsiders both cases to have equal probabilities of 50%: Pr(S) = 0.5; Pr(H) = 0.5
The filters that use this hypothesis are said to be "not biased", meaning that theyhave no prejudice regarding the incoming email. This assumption permits simplifyingthe general formula to:

( | ) = ( | )( | ) ( | ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. ….  ….  .. (2)
This quantity is called "spamicity" (or "spaminess") of the word "replica", and can becomputed. The number Pr(W|S) used in this formula is approximated to thefrequency of messages containing "replica" in the messages identified as spam during
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the learning phase. Similarly, Pr(W|H) is approximated to the frequency of messagescontaining "replica" in the messages identified as ham during the learning phase. Forthese approximations to make sense, the set of learned messages needs to be big andrepresentative enough. It is also advisable that the learned set of messages conformsto the 50% hypothesis about repartition between spam and ham, i.e. that the datasetsof spam and ham are of same size [8].
Of course, determining whether a message is spam or ham based only on thepresence of the word "replica" is error-prone, which is why bayesian spam softwaretries to consider several words and combine their spamicities to determine amessage's overall probability of being spam.
2.1.4 Combining individual probabilitiesThe bayesian spam filtering software makes the "naïve" assumption that the wordspresent in the message are independent events. That is wrong in natural languageslike English, where the probability of finding an adjective, for example, is affected bythe probability of having a noun. With that assumption, one can derive anotherformula from Bayes' theorem:

= 1 2…1 2… (1 1)(1 2)…… (1 ) ….   …. ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   … .. (3)where:
 P is the probability that the suspect message is spam;
 P1 is the probability P(S|W1) that it is a spam knowing it contains a first word(for example "replica");
 P2 is the probability P(S|W2) that it is a spam knowing it contains a secondword (for example "watches");
 Etc. ...
 PN is the probability P(S|WN) that it is a spam knowing it contains an Nth word(for example "home").

Such assumptions make the spam filtering software a naive Bayes classifier. Theresult p is usually compared to a given threshold to decide whether the message is
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spam or not. If p is lower than the threshold, the message is considered as likely ham,otherwise it is considered as likely spam.
2.1.5 Other expressions for combining individual probabilitiesUsually p is not directly computed using the above formula due to floating-pointunderflow. Instead, p can be computed in the log domain by rewriting the originalequation as follows:

1 − 1 = 1— 1 1— 2 … 1—1 2… ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   … .. (4)Taking logs on both sides:ln(1 − 1) = [ln(1 − i) − ln ]
1

…. ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….… .. (5)Let η = [ln(1− i) − ln ]
1Therefore, 1 − 1 = η ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. .... ….   ….   ….   …. … (6)Hence the alternate formula for computing the combined probability:= 1

1+ η ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. .... ….   ….   ….   …. (7)
2.1.6 Dealing with rare wordsIn the case a word has never been met during the learning phase, both the numeratorand the denominator are equal to zero, both in the general formula and in thespamicity formula. The software can decide to discard such words for which there isno information available.
More generally, the words that were encountered only a few times during thelearning phase cause a problem, because it would be an error to trust blindly theinformation they provide. A simple solution is to simply avoid taking such unreliablewords into account as well.
Applying again Bayes' theorem, and assuming the classification between spam andham of the emails containing a given word ("replica") is a random variable with betadistribution, some programs decide to use a corrected probability:
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….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   … .. (8)where:
 is the corrected probability for the message to be spam, knowing thatit contains a given word ;
 S is the strength we give to background information about incoming spam ;
 Pr(S) is the probability of any incoming message to be spam ;
 is the number of occurrences of this word during the learning phase ;
 Pr(S|W) is the spamicity of this word.

This corrected probability is used instead of the spamicity in the combining formula.
Pr(S) can again be taken equal to 0.5, to avoid being too suspicious about incomingemail. 3 is a good value for s, meaning that the learned corpus must contain morethan 3 messages with that word to put more confidence in the spamicity value thanin the default value. This formula can be extended to the case where n is equal to zero(and where the spamicity is not defined), and evaluates in this case to Pr(S).
2.1.7 Other heuristics"Neutral" words like "the", "a", "some", or "is" (in English), or their equivalents inother languages, can be ignored. More generally, some bayesian filtering filterssimply ignore all the words which have a spamicity next to 0.5, as they bring little toa good decision. The words taken into consideration are those whose spamicity isnext to 0.0 (distinctive signs of legitimate messages), or next to 1.0 (distinctive signsof spam). A method can be for example to keep only those ten words, in the examinedmessage, which have the greatest absolute value |0.5 − pI|.
Some software products take into account the fact that a given word appears severaltimes in the examined message, others don't.
Some software products use patterns (sequences of words) instead of isolatednatural languages words [9]. For example, with a "context window" of four words,they compute the spamicity of "Viagra is good for", instead of computing the
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Some software products take into account the fact that a given word appears severaltimes in the examined message, others don't.
Some software products use patterns (sequences of words) instead of isolatednatural languages words [9]. For example, with a "context window" of four words,they compute the spamicity of "Viagra is good for", instead of computing the
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spamicities of "Viagra", "is", "good", and "for". This method gives more sensitivity tocontext and eliminates the Bayesian noise better, at the expense of a bigger database.
2.1.8 Mixed methodsThere are other ways of combining individual probabilities for different words thanusing the "naive" approach. These methods differ from it on the assumptions theymake on the statistical properties of the input data. These different hypotheses resultin radically different formulas for combining the individual probabilities.
For example, assuming the individual probabilities follow a chi-squared distributionwith 2N degrees of freedom, one could use the formula:

P = C-1(-2ln(P1P2 … PN), 2 N) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. .... ….   …. (9)
where C−1 is the inverse of the chi-squared function.
Individual probabilities can be combined with the techniques of the Markoviandiscrimination too.
2.1.9 Advantages of the existing Bayesian methodOne of the main advantages of Bayesian spam filtering is that it can be trained on aper-user basis.
The spam that a user receives is often related to the online user's activities. Forexample, a user may have been subscribed to an online newsletter that the userconsiders to be spam. This online newsletter is likely to contain words that arecommon to all newsletters, such as the name of the newsletter and its originatingemail address. A Bayesian spam filter will eventually assign a higher probabilitybased on the user's specific patterns.
The legitimate e-mails a user receives will tend to be different. For example, in acorporate environment, the company name and the names of clients or customerswill be mentioned often. The filter will assign a lower spam probability to emailscontaining those names.
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The word probabilities are unique to each user and can evolve over time withcorrective training whenever the filter incorrectly classifies an email. As a result,Bayesian spam filtering accuracy after training is often superior to pre-defined rules.
It can perform particularly well in avoiding false positives, where legitimate email isincorrectly classified as spam. For example, if the email contains the word "Nigeria",which is frequently used in Advance fee fraud spam, a pre-defined rules filter mightreject it outright. A Bayesian filter would mark the word "Nigeria" as a probablespam word, but would take into account other important words that usually indicatelegitimate e-mail. For example, the name of a spouse may strongly indicate the e-mailis not spam, which could overcome the use of the word "Nigeria."
2.1.10 Limitations of the existing Bayesian methodDepending on the implementation, Bayesian spam filtering may be susceptible toBayesian poisoning, a technique used by spammers in an attempt to degrade theeffectiveness of spam filters that rely on Bayesian filtering. A spammer practicingBayesian poisoning will send out emails with large amounts of legitimate text(gathered from legitimate news or literary sources). Spammer tactics includeinsertion of random innocuous words that are not normally associated with spam,thereby decreasing the email's spam score, making it more likely to slip past aBayesian spam filter. However with (for example) Paul Graham's scheme only themost significant probabilities are used, so that padding the text out with non-spam-related words does not affect the detection probability significantly.
Words that normally appear in large quantities in spam may also be transformed byspammers. For example, « Viagra » would be replaced with « Viaagra » or « Viagra » inthe spam message. The recipient of the message can still read the changed words, buteach of these words is met more rarely by the bayesian filter, which hinders itslearning process. As a general rule, this spamming technique does not work very well,because the derived words end up recognized by the filter just like the normal ones.
Another technique used to try to defeat Bayesian spam filters is to replace text withpictures, either directly included or linked. The whole text of the message, or some
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part of it, is replaced with a picture where the same text is "drawn". The spam filter isusually unable to analyze this picture, which would contain the sensitive words like"Viagra". However, since many mail clients disable the display of linked pictures forsecurity reasons, the spammer sending links to distant pictures might reach fewertargets. Also, a picture's size in bytes is bigger than the equivalent text's size, so thespammer needs more bandwidth to send messages directly including pictures. Somefilters are more inclined to decide that a message is spam if it has mostly graphicalcontents. Finally, a probably more efficient solution has been proposed by Google andis used by its Gmail email system, performing an OCR to every mid to large sizeimage, analyzing the text inside [10].
2.1.11 Applications of Bayesian filteringWhile Bayesian filtering is used widely to identify spam email, the technique canclassify (or "cluster") almost any sort of data. It has uses in science, medicine, andengineering. One example is a general purpose classification program calledAutoClass which was originally used to classify stars according to spectralcharacteristics that were otherwise too subtle to notice. There is recent speculationthat even the brain uses Bayesian methods to classify sensory stimuli and decide onbehavioral responses [11].
2.2 Improved Bayesian filteringFinal decision is made based on the weighted score of the attributes of both attitudeanalysis phase and relevancy analysis phase. The attitude analysis holds 0.5 weightage for both e-mail id and subject trusted. Similarly, relevancy analysis phase holds0.5 weight age for relevant content. If the weighted value is greater than 0.5 then theemail is moved to Inbox and the pre-processed root words which are not alreadyexist are added to positive dictionary. If the weighted value is less than 0.5 then theemail is moved to spam and the pre-processed root words which are not alreadyexist are added to negative dictionary. If the weighted value is equal to 0.5 then the e-mail is hold. The number of normal e-mail that are classified as spam and the reversewill be significantly trim down since there are a two levels of validating a e-mail in
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the system. Also user can classify spam and ham e-mail according to his personalinterest on a particular e-mail rather than going for a generalized spam filter.
Assumed Ham classified as C0, Spam classified as C1, decision-making text messagesas legitimate risk conditions,

R(HAM|D)=P(C1|D) ,
R(SPAM|D)=1-P(C1|D)

After calculating a probability the e-mail is spam, one need to compare with thecritical value to determine whether it is a spam. Suppose D is spam e-mail theprobability of P(C1|D), the probability of the normal messages P(C0|D)=1-P(C1|D).Threshold in two forms: [12]
a. Set the critical probability t, if P(C1|D) > t, then that e-mail is spam;b. Set the critical ratio k, if the (P(C1|D) / P(C0|D)) > k, then that e-mail is spam

It is easy to get the relationship between t and k is:
t=
k=Therefore the text D decision-making of risk as spam  R(SPAM | D)=k(1- (P(C1 | D))

2.2.1 Advantage of improved Bayesian filtering methodUsing improved Bayesian spam filtering method, the risk of loss factor of k, i.e. weightfactor of the ham emails recognized wrongly as spam are reduced.
2.3 Naïve Bayesian spam filtering methodThe well known Naïve Bayesian classifier is a method based on bayes theorem, withstrong naïve independence assumptions. “Independent feature model” is known as tobe a more descriptive term. In simple terms, a naive Bayes classifier assumes that thepresence (or absence) of a particular feature of a class is unrelated to the presence(or absence) of any other feature, given the class variable. For example, a fruit may beconsidered to be an apple if it is red, round, and about 4" in diameter. Even if thesefeatures depend on each other or upon the existence of the other features, a naive
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Bayes classifier considers all of these properties to independently contribute to theprobability that this fruit is an apple.
Depending on the precise nature of the probability model, naive Bayes classifiers canbe trained very efficiently in a supervised learning setting. In many practicalapplications, parameter estimation for naive Bayes models uses the method ofmaximum likelihood; in other words, one can work with the naive Bayes modelwithout believing in Bayesian probability or using any Bayesian methods.
In spite of their naive design and apparently oversimplified assumptions, naive Bayesclassifiers have worked quite well in many complex real-world situations. In 2004,analysis of the Bayesian classification problem has shown that there are sometheoretical reasons for the apparently unreasonable efficacy of naive Bayesclassifiers[13] Still, a comprehensive comparison with other classification methods in2006 showed that Bayes classification is outperformed by more current approaches,such as boosted trees or random forests [14].
An advantage of the naive Bayes classifier is that it only requires a small amount oftraining data to estimate the parameters (means and variances of the variables)necessary for classification. Because independent variables are assumed, only thevariances of the variables for each class need to be determined and not the entirecovariance matrix.
2.3.1 The Naive Bayes probabilistic modelAbstractly, the probability model for a classifier is a conditional model p(C|F1, … , Fn)over a dependent class variable C with a small number of outcomes or classes,conditional on several feature variables F1 through Fn . The problem is that if thenumber of features n is large or when a feature can take on a large number of values,then basing such a model on probability tables is infeasible. We thereforereformulate the model to make it more tractable.
Using Bayes' theorem, we write

( | 1 , … , ) = ( ) ( 1,…, | )( 1,…, ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. (10)
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In plain English the above equation can be written as
= prior × likelihoodevidence ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. … (11)In practice we are only interested in the numerator of that fraction, since thedenominator does not depend on C and the values of the features Fi are given, so thatthe denominator is effectively constant. The numerator is equivalent to the jointprobability model p(C, Fi, … , Fn) which can be rewritten as follows, using the chainrule for repeated applications of the definition of conditional probability:

p(C, F1, … , Fn)α p(C) p(F1, … , Fn|C)α p(C) p(F1|C) p(F2, … , Fn|C,F1)
α p(C) p(F1|C) p(F2|C, F1) p(F3, … , Fn|C, F1, F2)
α p(C) p(F1|C) p(F2|C, F1) p(F3|C, F1, F2) p(F4, … , Fn|C, F1, F2, F3)
α p(C) p(F1|C) p(F2|C, F1) p(F3|C, F1, F2) …… p(Fn|C, F1, F2, F3, … , Fn-1) …. (12)

Now the "naive" conditional independence assumptions come into play: assume thateach feature Fi is conditionally independent of every other feature Fj for j ≠ i. Thismeans that p(Fi|C, Fj) = p(Fi|C) for i ≠ j, and so the joint model can be expressed as
( , 1, … , ) ( ) ( 1| ) ( 2| ) ( 3| )… ( )∏ ( | )1 …. (13)This means that under the above independence assumptions, the conditionaldistribution over the class variable C can be expressed like this:
( | 1, … , ) = 1 ( )∏ ( | )1 …. ….   ….   ….   ….   …. …. (14)

Where, Z (the evidence) is a scaling factor dependent only on F1, … , Fn, , i.e., aconstant if the values of the feature variables are known.
Models of this form are much more manageable, since they factor into a so-called
class prior p(C) and independent probability distributions p(Fi|C). If there are kclasses and if a model for each p(Fi|C = c) can be expressed in terms of r parameters,then the corresponding naive Bayes model has (k − 1) + n r k parameters. In practice,
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often k = 2 (binary classification) and r = 1 (Bernoulli variables as features) arecommon, and so the total number of parameters of the naive Bayes model is 2n+1,where n is the number of binary features used for classification and prediction.
2.3.2 Estimating the parametersAll model parameters (i.e., class priors and feature probability distributions) can beapproximated with relative frequencies from the training set. These are maximumlikelihood estimates of the probabilities. A class' prior may be calculated by assumingequally probable classes, or by calculating an estimate for the class probability fromthe training set (i.e., (prior for a given class) = (number of samples in the class)/(totalnumber of samples)). To estimate the parameters for a feature's distribution, onemust assume a distribution or generate nonparametric models for the features fromthe training set [15]. If one is dealing with continuous data, a typical assumption isthat the continuous values associated with each class are distributed according to aGaussian distribution.
For example, suppose the training data contain a continuous attribute, x. We firstsegment the data by the class, and then compute the mean and variance of x in eachclass. Let µc be the mean of the values in associated with class c, and let be thevariance of the values in x associated with class c. Then, the probability of some valuegiven a class, P(x=υ|c), can be computed by plugging into the equation for a Normaldistribution parameterized by µc and . That is,…. …. ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. …. ... (15)
Another common technique for handling continuous values is to use binning todiscrete the values. In general, the distribution method is a better choice if there is asmall amount of training data, or if the precise distribution of the data is known. Thediscrete method tends to do better if there is a large amount of training data becauseit will learn to fit the distribution of the data. Since naive Bayes is typically used whena large amount of data is available (as more computationally expensive models cangenerally achieve better accuracy), the discrete method is generally preferred overthe distribution method.
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2.3.3 Sample correctionIf given class and feature values never occur together in the training set then thefrequency-based probability estimate will be zero. This is problematic since it willwipe out all information in the other probabilities when they are multiplied. It istherefore often desirable to incorporate a small-sample correction in all probabilityestimates such that no probability is ever set to be exactly zero [16].
2.3.4 Constructing a classifier from the probability modelThe discussion so far has derived the independent feature model, that is, the naiveBayes probability model. The naive Bayes classifier combines this model with adecision rule. One common rule is to pick the hypothesis that is most probable; this isknown as the maximum a posteriori or MAP decision rule. The correspondingclassifier is the function classify defined as follows:

classify ( 1, … , ) = argmaxc ( = )∏ ( =1 | = ) ….   ….   ….   …... (16)
2.3.5 DiscussionDespite the fact that the far-reaching independence assumptions are ofteninaccurate, the naive Bayes classifier has several properties that make it surprisinglyuseful in practice. In particular, the decoupling of the class conditional featuredistributions means that each distribution can be independently estimated as a onedimensional distribution. This helps alleviate problems stemming from the curse ofdimensionality, such as the need for data sets that scale exponentially with thenumber of features. While naive Bayes often fails to produce a good estimate for thecorrect class probabilities, this may not be a requirement for many applications. Forexample, the naive Bayes classifier will make the correct MAP decision ruleclassification so long as the correct class is more probable than any other class. Thisis true regardless of whether the probability estimate is slightly, or even grosslyinaccurate. In this manner, the overall classifier can be robust enough to ignoreserious deficiencies in its underlying naive probability model. Other reasons for theobserved success of the naive Bayes classifier are discussed in the literature citedbelow. The naïve Bayesian classifier is used for various purposes such as gender
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classification, and document classification. As the main goal of our thesis is dealt withspam detection, we will deal with the document classification.
The description of the document classification is given below:
2.3.6 Document ClassificationHere is a worked example of naive Bayesian classification to the documentclassification problem. Consider the problem of classifying documents by theircontent, for example into spam and non-spam e-mails. Imagine that documents aredrawn from a number of classes of documents which can be modeled as sets of wordswhere the (independent) probability that the i-th word of a given document occurs ina document from class C can be written as p(wi|C).
(For this treatment, we simplify things further by assuming that words are randomlydistributed in the document - that is, words are not dependent on the length of thedocument, position within the document with relation to other words, or otherdocument-context.)
Then the probability that a given document D contains all of the words wi, given aclass C, is( | ) = ∏ ( | ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. .... (17)The question that we desire to answer is: "what is the probability that a givendocument D belongs to a given class C ?" In other words, what is p(C|D)
Now by definition( | ) = ( ∩ )( ) ….   …. ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. ….   ….   ….   …. ….   …. (18)
And ( | ) = ( ∩ )( ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….  ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. (19)Bayes' theorem manipulates these into a statement of probability in terms oflikelihood.

( | ) = ( )( ) ( | ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….  ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   …. (20)
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Assume for the moment that there are only two mutually exclusive classes, S and ¬S(e.g. spam and not spam), such that every element (email) is in either one or theother;
( | ) = ∏ ( | ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….  ….   ….   ….   …. (21)And ( |¬ ) = ∏ ( |¬ ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….  ….   ….   ….   …. (22)Using the Bayesian result above, we can write:( | ) = ( )( )∏ ( | ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….  ….   ….   ….   …. (23)
(¬ | ) = (¬ )( ) ∏ ( |¬ ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….  ….   ….(24)Dividing one by the other gives:
( | )(¬ | ) = ( ) ∏ ( | )(¬ ) ∏ ( |¬ ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….  ….   ….   ….   …. (25)Which can be re-factored as:
( | )(¬ | ) = ( )(¬ ) ∏ ( | )( |¬ ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….  ….   ….   ….   …. (26)Thus, the probability ratio p(S|D) / p(¬S|D) can be expressed in terms of a series oflikelihood ratios. The actual probability p(S|D) can be easily computed from log(p(S|D)/p(¬S|D)) based on the observation that p(S|D) + p(¬S|D) = 1.

Taking the logarithm of all these ratios, we have:
( | )(¬ | ) = ( )(¬ ) ∑ ( | )( |¬ ) ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….   ….  ….   …. (27)(This technique of "log-likelihood ratios" is a common technique in statistics. In thecase of two mutually exclusive alternatives (such as this example), the conversion ofa log-likelihood ratio to a probability takes the form of a sigmoid curve: see log it fordetails.)

Finally, the document can be classified as follows. It is spam if p(S|D) > p(¬S|D)(that is, ( | )(¬ | ) > 0), otherwise it is not spam.
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2.4 Meta spam filtering techniqueGiven the significance of the spam blight and the competitive nature of the spam-blocking vendor landscape, most organizations are diligently evaluating suppliers,and in many cases bringing in products for hands-on testing. In addition, many tradepublications are doing on-site bake-offs to determine the effectiveness of varioussolutions, including on-premises software, appliances, and managed services. Insome cases, the testing methodology is flawed, and the results do not represent theactual effectiveness of the product or service. The root cause of the invalid testing isthat testers typically take a corpus of mail and forward it to the spam-blockingservice or product. In such cases, because of the message forwarding, the vendor isunable to perform a series of sender IP validation tests, nor is it able to gleanintelligence from the SMTP setup. In some cases, these real-time tests can contributeup to 20% of spam being blocked.
Furthermore, the header information that is forwarded along with the message issubject to spammer manipulation and is therefore not necessarily a productiveinterrogation target. For example, spammers now routinely add legitimate IP sendingaddresses to header information in hopes of the spam being allowed to pass throughthe blocking service without scrutiny. In fact, spammers now take great pains to hidethe originating IP address in the header information, which affects not only white listperformance, but also blacklist, traffic shaping, and reputation filter effectiveness.Therefore, customers need to understand spammer header tricks as well as the valueof real-time spam evaluation services, and change testing methodologies accordinglyto get a more accurate picture of the effectiveness of spam-blocking products.
Here, we describe various real-time blocking techniques from a sampling of vendorsand conclude with best practices for accurate testing methodologies.
2.4.1 CONTEXTIt is not news to any organization using e-mail that spam threatens the effectivenessof e-mail systems. Left unattended, spam clogs inboxes, compromises user efficiency,and overwhelms system components such as message stores and MTAs.Furthermore, spam is a conduit of all types of salacious content and fraudulent come-
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ons that seek to cajole users into disclosing confidential information such as creditcard and Social Security numbers, bank account information, and passwords (knownas phishing). Approximately 70% of most organizations’ inbound SMTP traffic isspam. Therefore, it is mandatory that organizations aggressively deploy top-tierspam-blocking solutions to mitigate the risks and problems concerned andassociated with spam.
Most of the spam blocking services is used in multiple strategies and techniques.These are not invoked in a mail forwarding situation.
IP-blocking reputation lists: Some spam-blocking companies filter more than 100million messages a day, and from this large volume they are able to glean intelligenceabout the sending patterns of a particular IP address. If they find a high correlationbetween a particular IP address and an unusual volume of mail or certain types ofmail coming from the same address, they will refuse connections for at least a periodof time — from that address. Some companies issue a 550 SMTP error message(access denied) to the sender. In this scenario, some vendors have a technicianexamine the mail flow and determine whether the messages are spam and then actaccordingly [17].
2.4.2 META PracticeCompanies also do in-depth log analysis to determine the validity of sending IPaddresses. In addition, vendors have automated the reputation process, and in casesof, for example, real-time mail flood attacks, the system can shut down connections,though only after human oversight. With these IP-based reputation filter approaches,vendors estimate that they stop between 5% and 8% of all spam flowing through itsnetwork. Although there is a common belief that IP addresses are spoof able, SMTPconnections require a confirmation packet from the recipient MTA sent to thesending IP address.
Although not technically impossible, in practicality, it is extremely difficult to spoofan IP address.
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2.4.3 TCP/IP blockingAnother blocking method that would not be applicable in a mail-forwarding testingscenario is blocking messages at the TCP/IP level. Vendors have determined thatspammers often display certain behavior during the SMTP conversation string - whenthe recipient and sender MTA first establish a connection. Vendors will not disclose thespecific behavior for fear of tipping off spammers, but when this common behavior isidentified, vendors issue a 550 SMTP error message (access denied).
One vendor is blocking between 25 million and 30 million messages a day based onthis method
This per-message blocking service is also invoked using e-mail authenticationstandards such as Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and directory fail attempts. [18]
2.4.4 Traffic shapingSome vendors use a third spam-blocking method called traffic shaping or IPthrottling, which would not be invoked in a mail-forwarding testing situation. In thiscase - called Greylisting - vendors again correlate message flow and type with aparticular IP address. But instead of dropping the connection, vendors slow downdelivery rates - issuing an SMTP 451 error message (connection temporaryunavailable). SMTP relays of legitimate sending organizations will retry later to getthe message through, but a spammer - which is typically paid on volume of messagessent - will quickly lose patience and move on to another recipient MTA[19]. Thismethod will also effectively stop dictionary harvest attacks, where the spammerattempts to collect legitimate mail addresses by bombarding the recipient MTA witha large volume of mail addressed to common names.
2.4.5 Header walkOther real-time techniques are emerging that help determine the validity ofmessages. “Header walk” services allow the interrogation of header hop data (therouting path the message took to get to the destination), enabling the discovery of thesending source IP address. After determination of the source IP address, it will
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perform a real-time lookup to see whether that IP address is registered to thatdomain. [20]
2.4.6 Sender queryVendors use services that validate whether  the sending address is legitimate by, forexample, sending a message back to the sender, enabling the company to ascertainthat the sending address is legitimate by scanning for delivery error codes.
2.4.7 Header/conversation data comparisonCompanies are also investigating a service that would allow the comparison of SMTPconversation data (e.g., sending domains) with header information to see whetherthey match. Currently, spammers will often spoof header information, and evidenceof that spoofing will be revealed by comparing the SMTP conversation data with theheader data the recipient sees.
2.4.8 Sender IP identification:Although sender IP addresses can usually be found in the receive headers in aforwarding scenario, hygiene vendors take additional actions to find the appropriateIP address. Certain MTAs do not include the original IP address, and some open-source MTAs have a tendency to botch the proper placement of the sender IPaddress. Therefore, in a mail-forwarding scenario, it could be impossible to find theoriginal sender’s IP address.
2.4.9 Proxy server identificationAt a lower level (TCP/IP), vendors can often identify when a proxy server is beingused to relay mail — an almost certain indication that a spammer is the source of themessages [21].
Again, in a mail-forwarding scenario, this intelligence is lost, creating suboptimalresults for the spam-blocking system under interrogation.
2.4.10 Source origin lossOrigin or source of spam refers to the geographical location of the computer fromwhich the spam is sent; it is not the country where the spammer resides, nor the
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country that hosts the spam vertised site. Because of the international nature ofspam, the spammer, the hijacked spam-sending computer, the spam vertised server,and the user target of the spam are all often located in different countries. As much as80% of spam received by Internet users in North America and Europe can be tracedto fewer than 200 spammers. Losing the source origin of the message also createsother problems; some Bayesian filters look at the receive header to find legitimatehops. In a mail-forwarding situation, the final hop is always legitimate, therebytricking the filter into awarding positive scores that are fed into the overall statisticalanalysis of the message.
2.4.11 Message modificationAny modification to a message before it arrives at the filter can create artificialresults - whether they are changes in the headers or content. For example, adding aforward descriptor into the subject line can obscure results. Forwarding scenariosmay also result in changes to the MIME (multipurpose internet mail extension)boundaries that separate messages into logical parts such as text and attachments,leading, again, to compromised results.
2.4.12 Stale mailAlthough not a real-time issue, testing results can be obscured by use of obsoletemessages [22]. Most vendors retire mail-blocking rules, heuristics, and signaturesregularly. If an older corpus of mail is used in a test, blocking effectiveness can becompromised if the relevant rules and other data have expired.
2.4.13 Testing MethodologiesMany evaluations focus exclusively on spam capture rates and false-positivegeneration. A broader testing methodology is more appropriate, where factors suchas end-user satisfaction, ease of administration, and operational control areconsidered. This approach enables greater leeway for so-called greymail (messagesthe recipient might have solicited at one point, but no longer wants to receive).Likewise, it is inappropriate to compare vendors representing the three majordelivery modalities (hosted, appliances, and traditional software load) with the samecriteria because each delivery mechanism has a different value proposition. Finally,
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the plug-and-play method of spam evaluation - where testers merely turn on theservice with little or no tuning - does a disservice to the vendors. Testers need to dothe appropriate tuning, including quarantine conditioning - enabling recipients to setup block/allow lists to get a more accurate picture of blocking effectiveness.
The methodologies used for the following for more accurate testing: [23]

 For hosting vendors such as MessageLabs, FrontBridge, and MX Logic, themost accurate testing scenario is to change the destination MTA messageexchange record to the hosted vendor, which will filter the mail andforward it to the recipient domain.
 For on-premises traditional software load and appliance vendors such asCipherTrust, an IP load balancer should be placed in front of the hygienevendors and a real-world mail feed should be balanced equally across allthe vendors being tested.  These approaches have two main virtues: use ofreal-time, real-world e-mail feeds, and no changes to mail headers andother data typically altered in a mail-forwarding testing scenario. Testersshould ensure that a statistically relevant volume of mail is tested forlegitimate results.

Furthermore, for both approaches, we make the following suggestions for improvingthe overall testing methodology:
 Blocking engines should be appropriately tuned before the actual testsstart. In the case of hosted vendors, end users should be allowed toconfigure their personal blocking preferences.
 Testing should be done on real business users. They should give feedback totesters when spam gets through and when false positives are detected. Theseusers should come from various corporate departments such as humanresources, accounting, and customer support. This ensures a real-worldrepresentation of a corporate mail stream.
 Definitions of spam should be agreed on before testing e.g., all messageswith salacious content, regardless of sender, should be considered spam.
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2.5 GreylistA relatively new spam-filtering technique, greylists take advantage of the fact thatmany spammers only attempt to send a batch of junk mail once. [24] Under thegreylist system, the receiving mail server initially rejects messages from unknownusers and sends a failure message to the originating server. If the mail serverattempts to send the message a second time — a step most legitimate servers willtake - the greylist assumes the message is not spam and lets it proceed to therecipient's inbox. At this point, the greylist filter will add the recipient's email or IPaddress to a list of allowed senders.
Though greylist filters require fewer system resources than some other types ofspam filters, they also may delay mail delivery, which could be inconvenient whenyou are expecting time-sensitive messages.
2.5.1 Advantages of GreylistThe main advantage from the users' point of view is that greylisting requires noadditional configuration from their end. If the server utilizing greylisting isconfigured appropriately, the end user will only notice a delay on the first messagefrom a given sender, so long as the sending email server is identified as belonging tothe same white listed group as earlier messages. If mail from the same sender isrepeatedly greylisted it may be worth contacting the mail system administrator withdetailed headers of delayed mail.
From a mail administrator's point of view the benefit is twofold. Greylisting takesminimal configuration to get up and running with occasional modifications of anylocal white lists. The second benefit is that rejecting email with a temporary 451error (actual error code is implementation dependent) is very cheap in systemresources. Most spam filtering tools are very intensive users of CPU and memory. Bystopping spam before it hits filtering processes, far fewer system resources are used.This allows more layers of spam filtering or higher throughput since greylisting caneasily be configured as a first line of defense with a heuristic filter such as SpamAssassin handling messages that goes through.
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Greylisting is particularly effective in many cases at weeding out miss configuredMTAs, and is gaining in popularity as a very effective anti-spam tool. It is likely thatthose MTAs that do not correctly handle greylisting will become less numerous asgreylisting spreads.
Some greylisting packages support a SQL backend which allows for a distributedmultiple-server frontend to be deployed with the same greylisting data on all frontends.
2.5.2 Limitations of GreylistThe biggest disadvantage of greylisting is that for unrecognized servers, it destroysthe near-instantaneous nature of email that users have come to expect. Mail fromunrecognized servers is typically delayed by about 15 minutes, and could be delayedup to a few days. A customer of a greylisting ISP cannot always rely on getting everyemail in a pre-determined amount of time. This disadvantage is mitigated by the factthat near instantaneous mail delivery is restored once a server has been recognizedand is generally maintained automatically so long as users continue exchangemessages. However, this disadvantage is especially visible when a user of greylistingmail server attempts to reset his credentials to a website that uses emailconfirmation of password resets. In extreme cases the delivery delay imposed by thegreylist can exceed the expiry time of the password reset token delivered in email. Inthese cases manual intervention may be required to white list the websites mailserver so the email containing the reset token can be used before it expires.
Send mail, one of (if not the most) prolific internet message transport agent has adefault retry interval of 15 minutes. Generally this is the maximum amount of time anemail will be delayed. Experienced system administrators for email systems shouldtune their mail system settings to sensible values, and the biggest delays fromgreylisting systems are incurred when communicating with poorly configuredsending systems with retry intervals left set at several hours or more.
The original specification for email states that it is not a guaranteed deliverymechanism and not an instantaneous delivery mechanism. This means that greylistingis a perfectly legitimate process and does not break any protocols or rules. Explainingthis to users that have become accustomed to immediate email delivery will probablynot convince them that a mail server that uses greylisting is behaving correctly.
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Modern greylisting applications (such as Post grey) automatically white list sendersthat prove themselves capable of recovering from temporary errors [25]. Note thatthis is irrespective of the reputed spamminess of the sender.
When a mail server is greylisted, the duration of time between the initial delay andthe re-transmission is variable. Some mail servers use a default of four hours, thoughmost will retry sooner. Most open-source MTAs have retry rules set to attemptdelivery after around fifteen minutes (Sendmail default is 0, 15, ..., Exim default is 0,15, ..., Postfix default is 0, 16.6, ..., Qmail default is 0, 6:40, 26:40, ..., Courier default is0, 5, 10, 15, 30, 35, 40, 70, 75, 80,... Microsoft Exchange defaults to 0, 1, 2, 22, 42, 62 ...,Message Systems Momentum defaults to 0, 20, 60, 100, 180, ...). Indeed, SMTP saysthe retry interval should be at least 30 minutes, while the give-up time needs to be atleast 4–5 days.
Greylisting delays much of the mail from non-white listed mail servers - not justspam - until typical patterns of communication are recorded by the greylistingsystem. For best results, white listing should be used extensively. A static list ofpublic servers worth being white listed can be found in the greylisting.org repository,though this is significantly out-of-date.
Greylisting can be a particular nuisance with websites that require an account to becreated and the email address confirmed before they can be used. If the sending MTAof the site is poorly configured, greylisting may delay the initial email containing thesignup confirmation link, thus introducing a waiting period even though the actualwebsite may have attempted to send out the email confirmation code immediately.Almost all stock-configured Sendmail MTAs (sendmail being the most widely deployedMTA on the internet) will retry after a few minutes, leading to typical delays of under10 minutes, in most cases it is still depended on the greylisting configuration.
In the above mentioned chapter, the existing best methods of spam filtering aredescribed. In the next chapter the proposed method will be described.



Chapter-3: Proposed Method

This chapter discusses about the proposed spam filtering method. The name of theproposed method is given as MAN method. The outline of methodology, considerableemail features and possible outcomes of the proposed method are described below.
3.1 Outline of Methodology/Experimental designNaturally two kinds of emails exist in communication: ham and spam. Behavior ofsenders, receivers and messages are the considering issues here. Behavior means thefeature or characteristics of particular matter or topics. Considering and analyzing thebehaviors of emails using data mining tools, it is easy to separate spam from ham. Asspam shows many abnormal behaviors in comparison to normal ham messages, theseabnormalities help us to identify spam from ham. The flowchart of the new spamfiltering technique is given in figure 3.1. This figure shows that the users (senders)send emails to receivers and the email is stored in to the master email database. Themaster email database is regularly updated based on the open source resources [26].Also local user defined and proposed system defined white listed and blacklistedemails, domains and IP addresses. The emails go through the pre-filtering processwhich checks the white listed and black listed IP, domain and email addresses. Thisallows the spam checking time of email to be significantly reduced as well as theoverall time for the email to reach the receiver. Moreover, the pre-filtering processchecks the number of recipients of the email. This is done based on how many emailsare sent by the sender at a time. It also checks for the number of emails send to aspecific receiver on daily basis.
If the email is from white listed email address, the email goes into the ham inboxfolder directly, otherwise, it will check for black listed IP, domain or email addresses.If the email matches with the black listed addresses, then the email directly goes tospam inbox folder. If it neither matches the black listed nor the white listedaddresses, it will go through spam filtering process.
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In the Spam filtering process, the process checks the subject of the email, the messagebody of the email in order to detect the spam with prioritization based subject length,mixed capital and small letter in subject line, specific words in subject and body,number of images, web links, image criteria, etc. in email body.

Figure 3.1: Flow chart of the proposed spam filtering methodIf it is detected as spam based on these criteria, the email will go to the spam inboxand otherwise it will go to the ham inbox. The receiver will check the emails and will
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detect whether it is a spam or a ham. The receiver will check the spam inbox and ifthe email is necessary for him, he will tag it as ham. This email address will beconsidered as white listed address for that specific receiver in future. This willreduce the time of spam processing. On the contrary, the ham inbox is checked and ifthe email is found to be useless to him, he will tag the email as spam. These emailaddresses will be sent as a reference to the knowledge base and will be updated asspam or ham for the future. So, from next time around, these emails will be detected asspam or ham as the receiver considers these emails to be like that.
If the percentage of a specific email address is detected as a spam by the receiver thatreaches a certain significance level, the email is considered to be blacklisted by the emailserver in the future for all receivers. This method is known as post spam filteringmethod. The advantage of this post spam filtering method is that this methodenhances receiver based accuracy. This accuracy will be detected compared with theother well known methods.
3.2 Proposed Spam filtering modelA pictorial representation of the proposed spam filtering method is given in figure3.2. The figure depicts the proposed spam filtering model. This specificallydemonstrate the updating method of the spam filtering process based on white listedand black listed region, analyzing pre-filtering based on sender behavior, spamfiltering based on email message body, and post filtering based on receiver behavior.We use four separate spam filtering engine to connect with the central knowledgebase. It will also increase the performance of the email server and will reduce theprocess time. The data are stored in the knowledge base that it uses support andconfidence rule in order to find out the spam and ham emails. The confidence ruleused as {Upper and lower case letters in email subjects, length of the subject isbetween 70 to 80 characters}⇒ {spam email} has a confidence of 0.7 which isheuristically found. This means that if these two criteria are included, there is 70%likeliness for the email to be a spam. The Apriori algorithm is used for this purposecontaining two steps such as finding all frequent item sets, and then using frequentitem sets to generate rule.
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The post filtering method is based on the detection of spam and ham on the choice ofreceivers. Suppose, a single malicious email has come to 100 receivers. Among them, 60receivers considered that email to be malicious whereas (100-60)= 40 of the receivers

Figure 3.2 : Proposed Spam filtering model

do not take any action. In this case, the email is tagged as spam by the email serverand that email will go to the receivers as spam in future by adding the email addressto be black listed. Here the post filtering can be tagged as PF. The PF is detected onthe ratio of the total number of users considering the emails to be spam divided bythe total number of receivers receiving the same email. If PF is greater than 0.5, then
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the email is considered to be malicious for the rest of the users in future. The viceversa case applies in the case of spam email where the spam is considered as ham forthe receivers. So, Post Filtering, = ( | )Where, NA= Number of receivers taking actionN= Total number of receivers from a single sender emailSA= Action taken to include the email in spam inboxHA= Action taken to include the email in ham inbox
Thus post filtering can be used in order to detect the spam  and improve the accuracyfor the proposed spam filtering method.
3.3 Algorithm: Process PrioritizationThe algorithm of the process prioritization that is responsible for reducing theprocess time from others:
Set UTYPE = Process update sequence type in database
Set SYSTIME = Current System Time, UTIME = Auto update time in database
If UTYPE = Manual thenInput sequence for each processUpdate process priority database
Else

If SYSTIME = UTIME then[Load process list, current priority, total spam detection]
PROCESS <- All process
PSEQ <- Process sequences
PSPAM <- No of spam detection after last sequence update by the processes
WHILE N = 0 to COUNT(PROCESS)

INDX = index of MAX(PSPAM)
Set PSPAM[INDX] = 0 [Spam count reset]
Set PSEQ[N] = INDX

END WHILEUpdate priority database by the array PSEQ
End if

End if
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3.4 Algorithm: Post Filtering MethodThe algorithm of the post filtering method that will improve the method is as below:
Procedure Spam_By_Post_Filtering (EMAIL, EMAILTYPE, SENDER, RECEIVER)

If EMAILTYPE = HAM then
R_ACTION = Get Receiver’s Response
If R_ACTION =1 then [1: Receiver Marked as SPAM, 0: No Action by receiver]

Move EMAIL to SPAM inbox
Add SENDER address to BLACK_LIST for RECEIVER
RCOUNT = Number of receivers of the EMAIL
MOVECOUNT = Number of receivers marked EMAIL as SPAM
If (MOVECOUNT*100)/ RCOUNT >50 Then

Add SENDER address to BLACK_LIST for all receivers
under this email server

End If
Else

COUNT = Count EMAIL in HAM inbox
If COUNT=3 then

Add SENDER address to WHITE _LIST for RECEIVER
Else

End if
Else

R_ACTION = Get Receiver’s Response
If R_ACTION =1 then [1: Receiver Marked as HAM, 0: No Action by receiver]

Move EMAIL to HAM inbox
Add SENDER address to WHITE_LIST for RECEIVER
RCOUNT = Number of receivers of the EMAIL
MOVECOUNT = Number of receivers marked EMAIL as HAM
If (MOVECOUNT*100)/ RCOUNT >50 Then

Add SENDER address to WHITE _LIST for all receivers
under this email server

End If
Else

COUNT = Count EMAIL in SPAM inbox
If COUNT=3 then

Add SENDER address to BLACK_LIST for RECEIVER
Else

End if
End if

End Procedure
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Some of the considerable email message features, descriptions and examples aregiven in table 3.1 in a tabular form.
Table 3.1: Email features, description and examples

Features Description ExamplesNumber ofemails send at atime
It is very suspicious to send moreand more email at a time. If the number of sending email> 50 at a time, then it isobviously a spammer emailaccount.Number ofunique senderaddresses.
Many users have multiple activeuser accounts and they openthese accounts on the samemachine consecutively.

Sending messages in variousaddresses at a high rate from asingle PC is also an indicationof abnormality.Number ofwords andcharacters in thesubject line.
Spammer used more and morewords in subject line and theyalso mixed capital and smallletters in a single word. This isalso notified point.

There are specific words andcharacters used for spamdetection. If the number ofcharacters > 70 in subject line,then it would be considered asa spam email.Percentage ofcapital letters inthe subject line.
Spammer used capital words insubject line and mix-ups capitaland small letters in a single word.This is also notified point.

If the percentage of capitalletters (except first letter ofthe first word) > 30 in subjectline, then it would beconsidered as a spam email.Presence ofimages Using images in the body of emailis not usual character for normalmessages. Sometimes may be oneor two images can be used. Butmore images in the email bodyprove its abnormality.

If the number of images > 5then it would be considered asa spam message.
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Number ofhyperlinks Hyperlinks are importantcharacteristics of spam detection.Spam message contains reallymore and more hyperlinks andspam usually goes with them. It isalso usual to send hyperlinks inham but it is not usually morethan 5.

If the number of hyperlink > 5then it would be considered asa spam.

Destination ofhyperlinks Spammer uses more hyperlinksthose indicate the blacklisteddomain or IP addresses.
If the hyperlinked destinationaddresses indicate theblacklisted domain then thisemail will be considered as aspam.The set ofdistinct wordfrequently

Spammer uses some certainwords in their email body andsubject line. So these words arethe identifier of spam messages.
Words like get free, loss overweight, free training, save upto, world class, read it, protectyour family, exciting career,etc.Requestingsecreteinformation

A special case of spammingactivity is phishing, namelyhunting for sensitive in-formation by imitating officialrequests from a trustedauthorities, such as banks, serveradministration or serviceproviders [27]

Asking password, credit cardnumbers, etc.

Receiver actionstowards theemails
Normally users can’t receivemore than 10 emails in a dayfrom a single account. Also mostof the users don’t read or opensome unwanted mails.

If most of the recipients of anemail don’t read or open thespecific email from a specificsender then the mail must be aspam and sender must be aspammer.
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3.5 Possible outcomesa. At least 99% of the spam will be detected and filtered.b. Lower complexity of behavior analysis algorithm will reduce the filteringtime at least by 10%.c. The percentage of false positive expected to reduce to almost 0%, that is,there will be almost no spam wrongly classified, which overwhelms thebest existing Bayesian Spam Filter which has false positive of 1.16% [28].d. Based on the number and percentage of hams that from a trusted region,the pre-filtering mechanism will be discarded, so that the process time willbe further improved.
In the next chapter, the design and implementation details of the proposed methodwill be described with the aid of figures.
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In this chapter, the focus will be on the performance analysis and different outputthat has been generated using PHP (preprocessor hypertext). Mysql has been usedfor the storage of the data.
4.1 Black-listed IP, domain and email addressesThe proposed method will filter the black listed email address and domain. The blacklisted email address and domain will be used in order to filter out the unsecured zoneof the email address.  The receiver himself can consider a blacklisted email address tobe a white listed email address for him. Figure 4.1 is the interface that shows theblacklisted domain, IP and email addresses.

Figure 4.1: Black-listed IP, domain and email addresses
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4.2 White listed IP, domain and email addressesWhite listed domain, IP and email addresses are secured zone from where validemails can come to the receiver. The white listed email addresses can also be madeblacklisted by the receiver if the receiver is not intending to keep the email or theemail is absolutely un-necessary for him. As user has the right to participate in thespam filtering process, this checking mechanism of the proposed method makes theproposed method much more accurate than the conventional methods.

Figure 4.2: White listed IP, domain and email addresses

4.3 Email QueueThe email queue uses the FIFO approach where the emails sent by the sender arestored in the email queue and the first email goes out first from the queue. The figure4.3 shows the interface of the email queue where email is stored. This figure showsthe screen shot of the email queue. There have an option for the emails uncheckedwill be deleted after twelve months.
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Figure 4.3: Email queue

4.4 Ham inboxHam inbox is the place where the receiver checks the trusted emails.  The figure 4.4indicates the ham inbox where the receiver checks for the authorized emails.

Figure 4.4: Ham inbox

In the ham inbox, as it is seen there are two options, the receiver can black list theemail and send a white listed email address form ham inbox to spam inbox as itmight be useless for him. So, the receiver can black list the email address.
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4.5 Spam inboxThe spam inbox is the place where generally the blacklisted email address will bedirected and the receiver will not read those emails considering the emails to be junkand useless emails.

Figure 4.5: Spam inbox

Similarly, like ham inbox, in the spam inbox, the receiver can check the spam folderand tag a spam to be a ham for him based on subject of the email. This user checkingmechanism in the proposed method makes the method more accurate than theexisting methods.
4.6 Process prioritization and auto updateThe prioritization of the process for checking the spam by default is based on thecriteria of detection spam by sender behavior termed as sequence of priority-1,detection of spam by receiver behavior termed as priority-2, detection of spamconsidering the number of images and the criteria of images termed as priority-3,detection of spam considering the number of hyperlink and the linked addressestermed as priority-4, spam by subject, discrete words and secret informationrespectively termed as priority-5,6, and 7. The screenshot depicts it in figure 4.6.
The number of detected spam based on the above criteria changes the sequence ofthe spam detection process. The auto update feature changes the sequence or
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priority of the spam detection process automatically. Thus, spam can be detectedbased on the criteria of the auto update policy.

Figure 4.6: Prioritization for detecting spam

4.7 Statistics detected by the proposed methodThe spam detection method is carried out based on 70,053 email messages. As thechecking mechanism is done by the receiver based on black listed and white listed emailaddresses, the accuracy of the overall proposed method improves and overwhelms

Figure 4.7: Statistics detected by the proposed method

the existing methods. It is also observed that as the number of email messagesincreases, the accuracy improves as well as the overall time. The reason behind this
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is because the black listed and white listed email addresses are already checked andupdated by the receiver and therefore, the other criterion for spam detection is notrequired to check. That is the reason why the overall spam detection accuracyincreases and processing time of the method decreases. In the figure 4.7 the accuracyand time for different number of emails are showed:
4.8 Spam email recordsIt is observed from the figure 4.8 that sender, subject, receiver, spam type, etc. areused in the knowledge base. A unique message ID is used for every emails. Datamining rules are associated in to the Knowledge base.

Figure 4.8: SPAM email records in knowledge base

This chapter concludes the software implementation process for the proposed MANmethod. Next chapter will show the result of the proposed method and comparisonamong the other existing methods.
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Chapter-5: Performance Analysis

In this chapter there will be shown the comparison between the proposed andexisting methods. Here we will see the performance analysis among the existing andthe proposed method using a large number data set. Also the comparison using thesame data set among presently used well known software and the proposed method.
5.1 Heuristic detection of spam email criteriaThe criteria to detect optimum number of characters in order to determine themaximum number of spam is carried out for 15,000 data sets in table 5.1

Table 5.1: Spam detection rate based on number of characters in subject.

No. of characters
in subject

Spam detection (%)10 1020 2530 4040 6050 8060 9070 9780 9590 90100 85
It is observed that if the number of characters in the “SUBJECT” area is between 70and 80 then the message is mostly detected as spam with maximum accuracy. This isdone for 70,053 emails. The following user defined formula is used for this purpose:
Number of optimum characters =MAX (MAXIMUM (SPAM DETCETION(N)));
Here MAXIMUM (SPAM DETECTION (N)) is a subroutine call that detects themaximum number of spam and MAX indicates the maximum number of occurrenceof characters in order to detect the maximum spam.
When the method is applied for several messages, it is observed that the characterlength of 70 to 80 is optimum for the detection of spam mostly.
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Figure 5.1: Number of optimum characters in subject to detect spam

5.2 Receivers’ feedbackIn the figure 5.2, receiver detects whether the email is ham or spam for his or herconvenience. If the receiver thinks the email to be spam, he or she checks it as spamand if necessary checks it as ham which is added to white list and black listed email

Figure 5.2: Receivers’ feedback after getting email

addresses based on user convenient. If more than 50 % of the receivers consider theemail messages to be spam, then those email messages will be added as black listedemail address and the vice versa is also applied. All these are done in the postfiltering phase.
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5.3 Optimum system values

Figure 5.3: Optimum system values

The optimum system values are used in order to detect spam. Thus differentcriterion is used in order to detect the email messages as spam.
5.4 Accuracy for different number of emailsThe accuracy of the proposed MAN method increases as the number of emailsincrease. The reason behind is that there is a receiver customization as well as thepost filtering implementation. There is an enhancement of knowledge base (KB)which updates the black listed and white listed email addresses. The accuracy of theoverall proposed MAN method overwhelms the other existing methods. If 60% ofreceiver says that a specific email is spam it is marked as black listed and the viceversa is true if the email is marked as white listed.
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Figure 5.4:   Accuracy for different number of emails using the proposed method

5.5 Post filtering method analysisThe proposed MAN method uses post filtering method to overwhelm the otherexisting methods and performs better in terms of accuracy and time. The time of theproposed method decreases as well compared to the other existing methods as theknowledge base is automatically updated by the user and this consideration is notbeing used by the earlier methods. This causes the black listed and white listed emailaddresses to be updated. So, as a whole the time and accuracy of our proposed MANmethod is better than any other existing methods.
5.6 Comparison with the existing methodsThe outcome of the proposed method is compared with the existing Bayesian andNaïve Bayesian approach and the following result was found. The accuracy iscomputed based on 70,053 emails.

Table 5.2: Performance analysis among the existing and proposed method

Features
Bayseian

spam
filter

Improved
Bayseian
approach

Naïve
Bayseian
approach

Meta
spam
filter

Greylist
approach

Proposed
methodSpam detected accuracy 98.00% 99.10% 97.30% 98.60% 96.00% 99.92%False positive 1.16% 0.46% 1.20% 1.63% 3.50% 0.10%
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Figure 5.5:  Performance analysis on the basis of spam detection

Figure 5.6:  Performance analysis on the basis of false positive

5.7 Comparison with the existing softwareThe outcome of the proposed method is compared with the current version ofWindows Live Mail 2011 (Build 15.4.3555.0308) & Gmail and following result wasfound. The accuracy is computed based on 8000 same data set.
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Table 5.3: Performance analysis among the existing and implemented software
using common data set

Features Windows
Live Mail

Gmail Proposed method

Before Post
Filtering

After Post
FilteringSpam detected accuracy 98.75% 99.47% 99.87% 99.92%False positive rate 2.5% 0.26% 0.46% 0.1%

Figure 5.7: Spam detected accuracy using common data set

Figure 5.8: False Positive rate using common data set
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5.8 Observation from the outputFrom all the figures above, it is seen that the proposed spam filtering method worksbetter and overwhelms the performance of the existing method. The features and theparameters used in order to detect the performance analysis of the methods arespam detected, hams classified and the false positive, i.e wrongly detected spam bythe method. It is observed that the spam detected by the proposed method is higherand performs better than the existing one.  The checking mechanism of detecting thespam is carried out through 10,000 to 70,000 email messages and the proposedmethod was able to detect almost 99.92% of the spam. It is also observed that, theproposed method detects hams correctly, finds out the spam detected and has almostzero false positive (wrong detection of spam) which indicates the authority of themethod over the other four spam detection.
So, in short, it can be said that the proposed method is able to detect spam better andable to provide user comfort.
It is observed from this chapter that the proposed method works better than theexisting method in terms of detecting spam. In the next chapter, the discussion willbe carried out through the further improvement of the proposed spam detectionmethod.



Chapter-6: Conclusions

6.1 Discussion of ResultsFrom the chapter above, it is noticed that the proposed method of spam detectionoverwhelms the other existing method in terms of spam detection, ham detectionand false positive. Our proposed method also takes lesser time than the conventionalmethods of spam detection.
Email has become parts and parcel of our everyday life. Making it efficient savessignificant amount of time from each of our lives. Due to it critical role in saving ourtime we selected the topic and came out with the idea of introducing MAN. We havesuccessfully demonstrated the better capability of MAN in comparison to two othermethods. The best anticipation and greatest satisfaction would be to put theproposed method into the real life after incorporation of the suggested improvementin the earlier paragraph.  Nonetheless, we are sure that this project will be able tocontribute further in the area of developing an efficient spam filter tool.
6.2 Future WorksHowever, there is also room for improvement on this thesis work. The concept ofsender authentication with confidentiality, availability and integrity can be added toensure the security to the receiver. Moreover, an appropriate algorithm can be usedfor this purpose. The knowledge base can be used to derive the age, gender,preference, area of the receiver. Based on the age, gender, preference, area of thereceiver, clustering can be used in order to find out the emails that are considered tobe valid to the same age group, gender, preference and area of the receiver. The spamcan be used as outliers or noise. The Grid-Partitioning-Around-Medoids method canbe used for this purpose, which provides less time complexity and greater accuracy.Thus, the spam will not be considered for the receiver in future.  In this away, a moreaccurate and better spam detection method can be developed.
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